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Abstract

This thesis explores augmented reality (AR) for Java enabled consumer mo-
bile phones for use in an interactive TV drama. The problems that are faced
when dealing with limited processing power and memory constraints are ex-
amined and so are the minimum demands set on the telephones. A discussion
of what AR is and where the development of mobile AR stands today is pre-
sented. Based on a dialogue with Swedish Television (SVT) and the evalua-
tion of current mobile phones a possible solution is presented based primarily
on the idea of visual 2D tags. Visual tags are machine readable codes stor-
ing information and properly designed they can be used for the extraction
of location and orientation information. This makes augmentation with 3D
synthetic objects theoretically possible. The mathematical ideas behind de-
coding these visual codes are explained. The use of common corner detectors
was attempted as a solution of the stated problem. A short description of the
theory behind corner detectors and some images of the results are included
in this thesis. The thesis concludes with a discussion of the findings and of
possible future work.
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Abbreviations

2D Two Dimensional
3D Three Dimensional
AGPS Assisted Global Positioning System
API Application Program Interface
AR Augmented Reality
BMP BitMaP - image file format
CLDC Connected Limited Device Configuration
GPRS General Packet Radio Service
GPS Global Positioning System
GUI Graphical User Interface
J2ME Java 2 Micro Edition
JCP Java Community Process
JSR Java Specification Request
M3G Mobile 3D Graphics API
MIDP Mobile Information Device Profile
MMAPI Multi-Media API
OpenGL Open Graphics Library
OpenGL ES Open Graphics Library for Embedded Systems
PDA Personal Digital Assistant
PNG Portable Network Graphics - image file format
RGB Red, Green and Blue color space
RGBA Red, Green and Blue color space with an Alpha channel
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
VR Virtual Reality
WLAN Wireless Local Area Network
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction

Imagine watching a show on television. The disclaimer declares that the
premise of the show is based on real-life events and facts: real-life murders or
other criminal offenses. Being a skeptic you consult the Internet and surpris-
ingly you find communities dedicated to certain cases. The murder described
on the show has engaged the community to write about it, debate it. The
members have conspiracy theories and they report coded messages appearing
around the scene of crime. In fact, they seem to appear everywhere around
us. Examples of these codes are posted. Some whizkid created the software to
capture and decode these messages with a simple mobile phone. One mouse
click later your phone is equipped with this software and you are determined
to help solve this case.

Mobile phones are more and more becoming part of our everyday lives. The
fact that you can communicate orally with a mobile phone is hardly inter-
esting anymore. You have to be able to take pictures, read your mail, play
games, watch the news and play music. Modern mobile phones have become
pocket media centers. There are few that leave the house without their mo-
bile phones. These facts make the mobile phone the ideal tool for Augmented
Reality (AR).

Swedish television (SVT), Film i Väst and Appello have initiated a collab-
oration around future drama concepts. The first step in this collaboration
has the aim to create a mobile AR application for use on consumer mobile
phones. The ultimate goal is to use the AR system in a television drama SVT
is creating.

As described at the beginning of this introduction, the phone is used to
actively participate in the events shown on TV. The information that can
be retrieved with the phone’s help is location dependent. A user in Kiruna
gets different information than a user in Ystad. This information can be be
shared on the Internet. The fact that the information is location based makes
collaboration on the Internet through communities essential. However, it is
not limited to cooperation over the Internet. Hopefully people will group up
in real life, you might meet fellow enthusiasts while looking for clues. The
idea has the potential for real-life collaborative gaming where the phone is
the tool that binds us.
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1.1 Problem statement 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem statement

This thesis aims to explore the possibilities of mobile AR on consumer tele-
phones running Java. In order to do this the demands on the mobile phone
have to be evaluated. Which existing and future phones can be used? What
kind of markers could and should be used? What is already done in the field
of mobile AR and what does the future hold for this technology?

1.2 Method and sources

This thesis describes an evaluation of existing mobile AR applications and
gives a possible solution to how a Java based mobile AR application might be
build. In researching the subject a lot of papers where read both on mobile
AR and on the theory of computer vision. Two books which were invaluable
for the research were Digital Image Processing [1] and Machine Vision [2].
Other sources were the inevitable Internet and other thesis work found on
the subject of AR and computer vision.

1.3 Structure of the report

This report is organized as follows: section two has a brief description of AR
and describes mobile AR in more detail. The term mobile AR is dissected and
divided into four subcategories. Section three describes the implementation
of the visual codes algorithm and some alterations and additions. The theory
behind the Harris-Plessey corner detector [3] is also discussed and some of the
corner detector results are examined here. In section four the results of this
thesis are showed and the fifth and final section is a conclusion and possible
future work is discussed.
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2 BACKGROUND

2 Background

AR or mixed reality is a field in computer vision research that deals with the
combination of real-world and computer generated data. Back in the eighties
it was clear that virtual reality (VR) wouldn’t live up to its hype. However
the techniques developed for VR could be used to augment the reality we live
in. The concept of AR can be seen in films like the Terminator and Robocop
but the origin of the term AR is debated. Some claim [4] that AR started
with the work by Ivan Sutherland [5] dating back to 1968. The system he
created is often seen as the first VR device but could as well be seen as the
first AR device. Sutherland describes this system in his paper:

‘Half-silvered mirrors in the prisms through which the user looks
allow him to see both the images from the cathode ray tubes and
objects in the room simultaneously. Thus displayed material can
be made either to hang disembodied in space or to coincide with
maps, desk tops, walls, or the keys of a typewriter.‘

This is the mental image we have of AR today, seeing the real world and
the computer generated objects simultaneously. The real academic break-
through in AR came after a influential scientific publication [6] on the topic
at SIGGRAPH in 1993. Wellner et al. [6] had gathered articles on the topic of
AR some of which described the future possibilities of AR. The publication
started of a great deal of research projects around AR.

The computer generated data can either be 2D or 3D, but AR is often
associated with 3D graphics. Ron Azuma[7] defines an AR system as one
that:

1. combines real and virtual

2. is interactive in real-time

3. is registered in 3D

AR is almost always concerned with augmenting our visual reality but we
could as well add sounds or smells to our reality. A marker could just as
well initiate the playing of an audio fragment instead of augmenting with the
usual 3D object.1

1On a side note: the information we need to present to the user is text. SVT doesn’t

want fancy 3D animations, they want to provide their audience with text-based clues. The

term AR within this context can be debated but the real reality is undeniably augmented

with information. For a definition of reality try the book ‘A Beginners Guide To Reality‘

by Jim Baggott.
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2.1 Related work; mobile AR 2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Related work; mobile AR

The term mobile AR is often used to describe an AR system that can be
transported from point a to b. The images associated with the term are usu-
ally some rocketeer-like setup; a head-mounted display and camera attached
to a helmet and a laptop mounted on a backpack [8]. It is hardly fashionable
to walk around town with 25 kilos of electronic gear attached to your body. If
you want to visualize very complex objects you probably need a laptop with
a lot of processing power and the latest graphics card. However, if you want
to show simple geometric shapes, text information or maybe overlap reality
with some images it is possible to use a PDA or a modern camera-equipped
mobile phone. From now on when the term mobile AR is used we refer to
truly mobile devices.

Figure 1: Classic mobile AR [9].

Mobile AR is a very promising new technique with a lot of potential.
There is a large interest from mobile phone manufacturers in games. Games
generate a lot of money and because of this modern mobile phones can handle
rather complex graphics. Couple this with the fact that most mobile phones
you see nowadays are camera-equipped and you have the perfect device for
AR.

The following four sections describe server based- and server-less mobile AR,
location based mobile AR and mobile visual search. Note that the last two
can either be server based or server-less systems.
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2.1 Related work; mobile AR 2 BACKGROUND

2.1.1 Server based mobile AR

Server based mobile AR systems use a server to do such tasks as image
recognition, rendering and compositing. The computation of these tasks is
a very time-consuming procedure. Mobile devices are often equipped with
slower processors and less memory and therefore a server-client approach is
chosen. [10] describes four different forms of client-server interaction types.
The first one is the completely self-contained client where the server has no
function. The last one is the so-called thin client where the PDA is used only
for image input and output. And then there are two variations where the
server takes care of the tracking and AR application execution. In these two
cases a preprocessed video stream is sent to the server and pose or graphics
commands are sent back to the client and the client takes it from there.
However, there are a few drawbacks to this approach. Mainly the fact that
the system is dependent of a fast network connection limits most potential
application areas. Especially in the last case, the thin client, the transmission
back-and-forth of the video stream is to hard on the networks bandwidth.
Very often there is some lagging involved caused by a mediocre network
connection.

Figure 2: Server based mobile AR with large models. In this case the server

gets the preprocessed image stream and returns the appropriate model back to

the client. On the right is the system in use in a more down to earth application

[11].

One of the first examples of mobile AR is an example of server based
mobile AR and goes under the name AR-PDA project [12]. Here a PDA
mounted with a camera is used to capture the images. The PDA is connected
to a server using wireless network transmission. There are other projects using
a similar approach, [11] using a client-server approach. This project has its
focus on showing large models, more then ten thousand polygons, on a PDA.
Showing models of that size isn’t possible on PDA’s or mobile phones because

9



2.1 Related work; mobile AR 2 BACKGROUND

there is no 3D hardware support available on these devices.

2.1.2 Server-less mobile AR

Server-less mobile AR or self-contained handheld AR is the other extreme
and is introduced in [10]. Their application is build up of preexisting well-
performing programs instead of programming device-optimized code. Their
solution is based on the ARToolkit [13] which they ported to the PDA. They
created their own 3D graphics library for graphics rendering. The UMAR
project [14] uses a smartphone to achieve the same goal: self-contained hand-
held AR. They successfully ported the ARToolkit to the Symbian platform
and were able to do some simple, interactive 3D renderings.

Figure 3: An example of server-less mobile AR. Here a 3D marker is used

for tracking. This might be considered intrusive in our everyday visual reality

[15].

A similar project is the video see-through AR on consumer cell-phones
[15]. In this project optical tracking is used. A 3D marker, on which the
coordinate axes are printed with different colors, is recorded by the phone.
The results are impressive, their approach achieves frame rates of about 4-5
fps. The only disadvantage might be the marker. The marker size is 10×10×
10cm and is rather intrusive in a general environment. 2D markers are easy
to print on paper and very cheap.
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2.1 Related work; mobile AR 2 BACKGROUND

2.1.3 Location based mobile AR

Location based mobile AR is location specific. Mobile phones are connected
to data enabled networks such as GPRS and UMTS and future phones will
have built in GPS or AGPS (some phones already have GPS). An example
of this is the AR post-it [16] were the phone is pointed on a 2D marker and
a location based message comes up. An example could be that the message
on the refrigerator would read: don’t forget to buy milk. The AR post-it
project is server based and the messages are phone specific. One marker
might read different messages for different phones. A mother might leave
different messages to her children.

Figure 4: Location information of the tram is added on the tram route map.

The 2D marker is tram stop specific [14].

Another location based application is described in [14] where a tram route
map and a tram stop specific marker are used to show information on were
the trams should be at a certain time. The map is augmented with images
of trams and the position of these trams are calculated by using the current
system time and information from the time table. This is a very inventive
use of location based mobile AR and an example of something that might
appeal to a general public.
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2.1.4 Mobile visual search

Mobile visual search is a term used for either Internet browsing using markers
or information retrieval using images. A marker stores the URL of a specific
web page were additional information can be fetched. Internet and searching
are based on keyboards and mice. Surfing wireless with a small device using
a couple of (in the case of the mobile phone 12) tiny keys is hard and time
consuming. Using markers to go to a web page or images to get information
is a lot easier, just a matter of pointing and shooting. Mobile visual search
is an area that might make mobile AR popular. There are already some
commercially available product that uses this technology.

Figure 5: IDeixis. An image is used to find similar images, keywords are auto-

matically extracted and send to Google to find related images. Content-based

image retrieval techniques are then used to filter out the irrelevant images

[17].

A project that uses the content of an image to find information of the
content is IDeixis [17]. The camera is used to capture an image of a loca-
tion. This location is then recognized by using image-based web search. The
captured image is sent to a small image database were similar images are
retrieved using so called content-based image retrieval (CBIR). CBIR uses a
few different filters for finding similar images. Similarity in this case depends
on the filter used. When the color histogram filter is used then two images are
similar if their color histograms are similar. Images might not be considered
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similar to us. From the retrieved images keywords are extracted and send to a
search engine, in this case Google. Google finds textually related images and
these images are once again scanned by the CBIR techniques and visually ir-
relevant images are filtered out. Similar ideas paired with GPS data are used
to recognize features in a landscape such as mountains [18]. The name of the
mountain is then projected on the image. These visual search techniques all
rely heavily on data enabled networks and both could be considered to be
location based mobile AR applications. However, they rely foremost on the
content of the image.

Another branch on the mobile visual search tree is using 2D markers to
store information such as telephone numbers or a URL’s. This is the AR
technology that has come the longest by far in a commercial perspective.
The use of a visual tagging system is first seen in Sony’s CyberCode system
[19]. These CyberCodes are recognized by digital cameras and every code has
a so called address space of 24 bits. The actual usable address space is less
because some of these bits are parity bits used for error correction. Reading
the code results in a unique ID which can be used in different applications.
These codes are designed carefully and besides the bits for address space
other bits are used for determining the spatial position and orientation of
the marker [20]. These markers can be used in a traditional AR sense. While
the ARToolkit uses templates that have to be recognized by querying the
template library, CyberCodes use their unique ID to determine what object
should be rendered on a particular position.

Figure 6: Delicious QR codes [21][22].

QR codes [23] are another variation on the theme. QR codes are 2D bar
codes containing all information that is needed for a self-contained appli-
cation. In Japan QR codes have long been known to the public. Most new
mobile phones in Japan are equipped with software that can decode QR
codes. QR codes are used for advertising were the QR codes are URL’s lead-
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2.1 Related work; mobile AR 2 BACKGROUND

ing to web pages with information on the product. Newspapers print QR
codes leading to web pages with extra information on some topic. One pa-
per printed a half page sized QR code in which a short fragment of music
was encoded. People make cakes with brown-and-white chocolate QR code
toppings. You are free to compose your own message and QR code wedding
proposals aren’t uncommon. There are those that wear the QR-codes, either
printed on T-shirts or tattooed on their bodies. When the phone is pointed
at the codes you receive personal information about this person. This is an
example of QR-codes as a social networking tool [24].

The newest trend in Japan are the so called color codes [25]. These codes
are used to personalize the traditional black-and-white checkerboard codes.
Companies and individuals can create their own color codes using anything
from company logos to cuddly teddy bears.

Figure 7: Some different codes: color code [25], matrix code, maxi code, QR

code [26], shot code [27] and the visual code [28].

The use of 2D visual tags with machine readable symbols is by far the
most common type of mobile AR right now. Besides the CyberCodes, QR
codes and the colorCodes another popular code is the data matrix [29]. The
data matrix is a public-domain standard and the specifications of the stan-
dard can be bought from ISO/IEC (so are QR codes). The data matrix is a
very robust symbology that uses Reed-Solomon error correction [29]. Error
correction is used in all matrix-type barcodes and ensures us that the infor-
mation we want to transmit is transmitted without errors. The data matrix
is used as a visual hyperlink by Semacode [30]. Semacode offers a reader that
reads the data matrix, encodes the information and loads the appropriate
website in the phone’s browser. Semacodes are used as an educational tool
for children where mobile phones and laptops are used to gather historical
information. Clues in form of Semacodes are spread all over town. This is a

14
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very good use of mobile AR where physical exercise and new technology are
mixed for an educational purpose. Semacode’s creators are also working on
something called the Semapedia, also called the physical Wikipedia [31]. The
users of the semacodes are encouraged to tag places of interest and link them
to the relevant Wikipedia articles. An example would be to place a code on
the Eiffel tower and link it to the Wikipedia article on the Eiffel tower. UPS
uses maxi codes for tagging their packages. Every time a package receives a
central point on its journey it is scanned. You can follow your package around
the world from source to destination.

SpotCodes [32] are a similar endeavor to Semacode. They to encode URL’s
in their visual tag. The key difference is that spotCodes are circular. They
reader recognizes the rotation of the code which makes spotCodes rotation-
ally invariant. This means you could hold your mobile phone upside down
and still be able to read the code. It’s an advantage that’s hardly ever used.
It feels natural to read these visual tags while holding your phone straight.
However, one could argue that these circular codes are aesthetically more ap-
pealing. SpotCodes, which are now commercially available under the name
ShotCodes [27] are derived from TRIP codes [33]. TRIP meaning Target
Recognition using Image Processing is a tracking system. People or objects
are identified by the TRIP codes. It is an indoor system where cameras fol-
low the location of these codes. A person can be tracked and identified in
a building. One possible application is a TRIP library where cameras keep
track of all books. Very often books are misplaced and a TRIP library would
stop the agony of finding the misplaced book. Another application is a non-
personal workspace system where people can just walk around from floor to
floor and use whatever computer they like without having to log in. Cameras
keep track of this person and the system logs in and out for you, opening the
appropriate programs you used the last time you worked with a computer.
ShotCodes just used the symbology design in their reader. ShotCodes are
used on posters for the release of new cd’s. The codes allow you to buy the
cd online or order tickets for a concert with this artist.

Most of these mobile visual search applications are used to make spending
money easier for consumers. A European dairy company will start printing
images of cd’s on their milk packages. Consumers can take an image of this
cd and send it through MMS to the company. In return the dairy lover will
receive a free song from the cd. Other ways of effectively spending money are
tried in America. The mobile phone is used to scan in all the products you
wish to buy, in whatever store you like to buy them in. At the end of your
shopping day you will receive the items delivered to you door. You don’t have
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to carry around heavy shopping bags, your hands are free for scanning and
drinking espresso .
Another use of mobile visual search was attempted by a dutch telephone
company during the Amsterdam Museum Night [34]. Visitors could take an
image of a data matrix hanging beside a work of art and get information on
the piece, the artist or some details.

As with all new technology there is never a standard. In this case there isn’t
a standard marker or symbology. People are still researching on marker de-
sign and robust registration techniques. For a lot of applications and projects
people still invent their own markers. An example of this is the visual code
[35] specially designed for robust registration with mobile phones. The vi-
sual codes fall under the mobile visual search section and partly under the
server-less mobile AR section. The visual codes will be discussed in the next
section.
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2.2 Visual codes

Although visual codes should be covered under the server-less AR section
they deserve a section of their own. Visual codes [35][28] are unique within
the area of mobile visual search because they are not just information carrying
codes. They are carefully designed so that information such as horizontal and
vertical tilting of the phone relative to the marker and the distance between
the phone and the code can be derived. This extra information can be used
creatively in different applications. In one example application the rotation
angle is used to decide which weather information is displayed. No rotation
gives information on the amount of snow fallen and a rotation of 45 degrees
gives the temperature in a certain region. This notion turns the mobile phone
into a mouse pointer. Using the orientation and location of the phone relative
to the marker for interaction is unique.

Figure 8: The left image shows the features of the visual code and the right

image shows the code coordinate system [28].

Very interesting, novel interaction techniques and widgets are suggested
in [36] and [37]. These two papers present a wide variety of use for the
visual codes, more then just reading a 2D barcode and loading a website in
a browser. This versatility and the seemingly robust mathematical theory
behind the visual codes led to the decision of using visual codes as a solution
for the problem presented by this thesis.
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2.3 Mobile phones

Will visual codes work with consumer mobile phones supporting J2ME? In
his paper [35] Michael Rohs states that they successfully implemented a visual
codes application for a Java enabled mobile phone. However, e-mail contact
with Mr.Rohs gave a different answer. The J2ME implementation of the
visual codes application they created was a just a prototype version. The
prototype is functional but not very stable. According to Mr.Rohs it takes a
couple of seconds to take an image, recognize the code and show the result.
Below is a discussion of why J2ME is the preferred language for a mobile AR
application and a description is given of the minimum demands on the user
of the application.

2.3.1 Why Java?

The demand from the interested parties (SVT, Film i Väst and Appello) is
that they like to reach the largest audience possible. This limits the potential
use of some of the platforms and languages that traditionally used in the AR
and mobile AR field. Most of the applications mentioned in previous sections
are written in C and C++ for the Windows, Linux, Windows CE and Sym-
bian platforms. There are some bindings that allow Java programmers to use
ARToolkit in a Java environment [38].

The Java language is platform independent and can therefore be used by
all phones that support Java. Java’s micro edition (J2ME) is a subset of
standard Java (J2SE) and is used for embedded systems. J2ME lacks the
flexibility of standard Java and is therefore not preferred in a complex project
like this. It would have been better and easier to use the Symbian operating
system. This would allow usage of C++ and OpenGL ES (OpenGL for em-
bedded systems)[39]. A great deal of research that already is done on mobile
AR is done on phones supporting Symbian. One of the reasons for this is
that Symbian allows you to access all parts of the phone including the cam-
era. Unfortunately, Symbian is found primarily on PDAs and some advanced
phones. It is not as widespread as J2ME is and this makes J2ME the obvious
language when you want to reach a large audience.

2.3.2 Java Specification Request (JSR)

Java APIs start of their lives as formal requests to the Java Community
Process (JCP) [40]. These Java specification requests (JSR) are reviewed
by the JCP and the public before they are finally released. The JSR is the
description of the proposed and final specifications and technologies for the
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Java platform. This allows interested parties to be involved in the evolution
of of the Java platform. The APIs are often referred to by their JSR num-
ber. However, just because there is a specification in existence doesn’t mean
the API is implemented on your mobile phone. This can be frustrating and
confusing, because it clearly says in the documentation that something is
possible, still the phone won’t run the code.

Writing full-fledged mobile AR applications requires, first of all, enough
processing power to perform tracking: the tracking process is described in
the implementation section. It demands image acquisition at real-time rates
and a 3D library so we can show and manipulate 3D objects. The following
API’s are available, or will be available in the near future, and help us in
pursuit of mobile AR. JSR 135 and JSR 184 were extensively used in this
thesis work:

JSR 135 - Mobile Media API
The Mobile Media API (MMAPI) is described at the JCP website as a
’...small-footprint multimedia API for J2METM, allowing simple, easy access
and control of basic audio and multimedia resources while also addressing
scalability and support of more sophisticated features.’ The MMAPI offers
functions for image and video acquisition. Through the MMAPI we get some
control over the camera and are able to extract the images we need for the
tracking procedure. Provided that the phone allows it, we can set the size
and type of the image. The default setting for the resolution is 160 × 120
pixels and the default format is BMP.

JSR 184 - Mobile 3D Graphics API
The JCP website defines the Mobile 3D Graphics API (M3G) as: ’...a scal-
able, small-footprint, interactive 3D API for use on mobile devices.’ M3G
is meant as a way of creating a standard 3D API for mobile devices. It is
primarily designed for games and not suitable for AR. It has two so-called
modes: immediate and retained mode. In the immediate mode, individual
objects are rendered. It is the low-level part of the API and gives better
control over the 3D functions. Retained mode is the high-level part and uses
a scene graph approach. It gives you less control but it is easier to create
complicated 3D applications.

JSR 239 - Java Bindings for OpenGL ES
This specifications request is meant for OpenGL and OpenGL ES users that
like to create 3D software for embedded devices without having to learn a
new 3D API. This will make it easier to port OpenGL applications to the
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mobile phone. However, the JSR 239 is in the public review ballot and it may
take a while before it is finalized.

JSR 234 - Advanced Multimedia Supplements
The Advanced Multimedia Supplements specification is defined as: ’...an op-
tional package for advanced multimedia functionality which is targeted to run
as an supplement in connection with MMAPI (JSR-135) in J2ME/CLDC en-
vironment.’ It gives additional control over the camera’s functions. Functions
for the control of the flashlight, focus, exposure settings and format are spec-
ified. It will be possible to shoot multiple images with one method call, which
might make image acquisition faster.

2.3.3 Demands on the user

J2ME has some different profiles and configurations that allows or disallows
the programmer to do certain things. The Mobile Information Device Pro-
file (MIDP) version 2.0 allows enhanced multimedia and game functionality
for the programmer. The Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC)
also comes in two flavors. The latest version, CLDC 1.1, has floating point
support. The demand from our side to the user is that they have a phone
which supports both MIDP 2.0 and CLDC 1.1. It even goes without saying
that the user must have a phone with camera.
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2.4 Appello

The Gothenburg based company Appello provides ’...comprehensive location
sensitive mobile services such as off-board navigation and fleet management
for the telecommunication, automotive, logistics and asset tracking indus-
tries.’ [41]. Appello created software for wireless, off-board navigation. Off-
board meaning that you download relevant maps from a server when needed.
There is no need for a special phone with a lot of memory, it works on al-
most every modern mobile phone. Their system is described on the next page.

Appello’s expertise in wireless navigation is going to be used in the project.
As described in the introduction the codes are location-based. One code can
be used in different parts of the country and display various messages. If or
when SVT green lights the AR part of the project, then Appello will provide
the back-end architecture. This thesis focuses on AR and therefore there is
no support for wireless navigation in the prototype.
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Figure 9: Appello’s Wisepilot system [41].

1. Wisepilot presents navigation application navigation graphical user in-
terface (GUI) to user on mobile device.

2. User action triggers wireless data communication between mobile de-
vice and the Navigation Server to server user’s request.

3. Navigation server process request and calculates response to users. Con-
tains map information and other content. Storage of information about
users and usage.

4. The user can use web portal to support navigation and manage per-
sonalized information.
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3 Implementation

AR can be seen as a subset of computer vision. The techniques used in AR
are techniques developed in computer vision. The operations are pixel by
pixel and can often be computationally intensive. A lot of computer vision
techniques can therefore be discarded because they stand in the way of the
real-time goal. Workstations nowadays are powerful enough to do some com-
plex AR, maybe not in the extent in which we like. The processing power of
mobile phones is very limited and a lot of techniques used in AR cannot be
used. However it is surprising that the biggest bottleneck in mobile AR on
Java phones is the acquisition of the images. These limits are described in two
papers [42][43]. It takes about a second to acquire an image in PNG format
of size 160×120 pixels (this is default for most phones). Other image formats
take less time but in turn you get an image that has bad quality. It would be
interesting to see how different image formats perform within the AR frame-
work. The algorithm below might not suffer all that much from an image
that has lower quality. The one-second-per-frame acquisition limitation puts
a stop to the hope that a real-time application can be created. Hopefully, next
generation phones will perform better. The duration of single operations are
listed in [43]. The division operator is the most time-consuming and because
of this it is avoided as much as possible. Instead of division shifted integer
operations are used.

Figure 10: From left to right: the original image, gray scaled, thresholded,

labeled, image with first order moments and the image with the found corner

points.
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3.1 Image segmentation

The first step is to separate and isolate the different objects in the image.
This is a very important step because here we determine what might be
potential information. This is the groundwork for later algorithms and if you
do solid groundwork it will make the following steps easier.

3.1.1 Gray-scaling

There are two steps in the binarization process, the second step is described in
the next section. The first step is to create a gray scale image from the colored
input image that is taken. This is done by averaging the RGB values.Rohs[35]
suggest adding only the red and green channel followed by a division by two.
They omit the blue channel because supposedly it ‘has the lowest quality in
terms of sharpness and contrast‘. In this application the blue channel is kept
because it seems unnecessary to omit information. The computational cost
is insignificant. The following formula is used:

gray =
red + green + blue

3

3.1.2 Thresholding

The gray scale image is then thresholded to create a binary image. This is
done to get rid of the effects created by uneven illumination of the image due
to the sun or other light sources. There are two types of thresholds; static
and dynamic. Static thresholding uses a fixed threshold value, T. The value
of the thresholded pixel V(n) is chosen as:

V (n) =

{

1 if n > T

0 otherwise

It is hard to determine a threshold that works reasonably well for all images.
It is of course possible to manually determine a threshold for every pixel but
this is time-consuming and nothing that should be used in AR. Dynamic
thresholding methods often calculate an image histogram. Assuming there
are two peaks in the histogram, the value between these peaks is used as a
threshold. However this is a two-pass algorithm; first you have to go through
the image to create a histogram and following this you have to go through
the image one more time to do the actual thresholding. An adaptive one-pass
thresholding scheme[44] is suggested[20]. This particular adaptive threshold-
ing scheme goes through every pixel just once and creates a moving average
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while traversing the scanlines in a zigzag manner. The approximate moving
average gs(n) is updated using the following:

gs(n) = gs(n − 1) · (1 −
1

s
) + pn

Where s = 1
8
w, w is the width of the image and pn is the gray-level value of

the current pixel. For gs(0) we use 128s assuming that the gray-level values
are between 0 and 255. The value if the thresholded pixel T(n) is:

T (n) =

{

1 if pn < gs(n)
s

· 100−t
100

0 otherwise

Where t=15. To get rid of the so-called every-other-line-effect caused by the
zigzag traversal the following equation is used:

h(n) =
g(n) + g(n − width)

2

This one-pass adaptive-thresholding routine gives very good results and is
reasonably fast. In order to optimize the algorithm a bit, we have changed
some constants to be able to use shifted integer operations. It is not clear if
this has any influence on the quality of the output.

3.2 Feature extraction

The choice of marker determines what feature extraction techniques should
be used. Feature extraction is a field in computer vision that deals with
finding known features such as lines and corners. An application that reads
written music may start with an edge detector such as the Hough transform
[45] to determine where the bars are positioned before the actual notes are
read. Every problem has its own unique solution. It is hard to be general and
still demand a reasonable processing time. Intuitively it felt that reading the
marker should be started by knowing the boundaries of the marker. Edge
processing was attempted and although the computational time is surpris-
ingly low it wasn’t the right first step in extracting the features in a visual
code. The markers used in the ARToolKit [13] have thick, black boundaries,
which is something the visual codes lack.

There are a lot of edge detection operators around but none that has any
advantage over canny edge detection in general situations. The use of edge
detection in mobile phones can hardly been seen as a general situation and
further investigation should be done. There is always a trade of between
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speed and accuracy. Speed is an important part of the algorithm we seek.
Although we don’t need sub-pixel accuracy, in order to achieve some sense of
added reality we must have decent accuracy: the actual corner and the found
corner should be close to one another. We give no formal definition of what
decent accuracy is.

3.2.1 Corner detection

Corner detection is an well-known problem and because of this there exist
a great body of research on this problem. As with any algorithm in this
project there must exist a balance between accuracy and the computational
cost. There is no such thing as a free lunch, not even in Science-world. In-
creased accuracy is always paired with an higher computational cost. The
corner detector used should minimize the amount of false positives and false
negatives; no corners should go undetected and every detected corner should
actually be a corner.

A comparison of some corner detectors found on the Internet [46] lead to
the choice of the Harris-Plessey corner detector [3]. This detector, here called
the Harris corner detector, is popular for its simplicity and effectiveness. The
only drawback is the computational time due to the fact that you need to
convolve the image three times. Basically you have a window centered on a
pixel and you record the intensity variation in every direction. A corner has
high intensity variation in both x- and y-directions. This intensity variation
Vu,v(x, y) for a window dx,y centered at (x, y) in image I can be calculated
as follows:

Vu,v(x, y) =
∑

∀i ∈ dx,y

wi(u
δIi

δx
+ v

δIi

δy
)2

Where wi is a 3 × 3 Gaussian window and the gradients in the x- and y-
directions are defined as:

δIi

δx
= Ii ⊗ (−1, 0, 1),

δIi

δy
= Ii ⊗ (−1, 0, 1)T

⊗ is the convolution operator. If we define A, B and C as follows:

A = (
δI

δx
)2 ⊗ w, B = (

δI

δy
)2 ⊗ w, C = (

δI

δx

δI

δy
) ⊗ w

Then the intensity variation can be described as a matrix:

Vu,v(x, y) = Au2+2Cuv+Bv2 =
[

u v
]

M

[

u
v

]

, where M =

[

A C
C B

]
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The eigenvalues of this matrix are used to determine whether or not a pixel
is a corner. If the two eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 are large we have a corner. If
both are close to zero then we have an interior point. If one of the eigenvalues
is much larger than the other then we are dealing with an edge. Instead of
comparing the eigenvalues we can define a response R(x, y):

R(x, y) = det(M) − k(trace(M))2

det(M) = λ1λ2 = AB − C2

trace(M) = λ1 + λ2 = A + B

k is a constant between 0.04 and 0.06. Often the value of 0.05 is used, which
after empirically testing has given the best results. High values of response
R indicate a corner. Now it is just a matter of sorting the results and pick
out the n highest responses.

Figure 11: From left to right: A simple thresholded image where four points are

shown, same image with 20 points shown and a more complex image with four

points shown. Next row: A simple RGB image with four points shown, same

image with 20 points and a more complex image with four points shown. This

shows the increased performance when the Harris corner detector is directly

used on the RGB images.

The Harris detector has its shortcomings. For some reason you get multi-
ple responses around certain corners, while other corners don’t get detected
at all. A simplified non-maximum suppression technique was used to get of
the multiple responses in an area. Non-maximum suppression is a technique
where you divide the image in smaller, non-overlapping subregions. For each
of these subregions the maximum response is calculated, all other responses
are suppressed by setting them to zero. Although this technique gets rid of
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multiple responses around the same corner it increases the amount of falsely
detected corners. Another source of errors is the adaptive thresholding rou-
tine. The thresholding algorithm creates a lot of small holes in big regions
with little color variation. This is caused by the fact that it is a local thresh-
olding technique. Although it works perfect as a prelude to the connected
component labeling algorithm it has the disadvantage that these small holes
are wrongly detected as corners. This problem is easily solved by using the
corner detector directly on the gray scaled image.

The checkerboard nature of the visual codes disallow a straightforward cor-
ner detection algorithm. Because the amount of detected corners is large it
would take a lot of heuristics to get the right corners. You could also spend a
lot of time perfecting the detector, changing the Gaussian kernel and playing
with some of the other variables would probably improve the algorithm. In
order to read the code it would take another set of heuristics to know which
of the corners is which, the orientation of the code is important. There are
two ways to go on; either change the marker or change the way we detect fea-
tures. Because of the believe that this marker has a lot of potential another
feature extraction approach is attempted.
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3.2.2 Connected component labeling

Connected component labeling looks for connected regions. Each of these
regions is given a label to be able to identify each region. Each row is traversed
twice, the first time the regions are given preliminary labels and the second
time the row is traversed we check if one region has multiple labels, if so
this is stored in a so-called equivalence table. Following this is a run through
this roughly labeled image, assigning new labels to the regions based on the
labels and the equivalence table. During the second pass through the image
we can calculate and store other features of the regions such as area and the
sums of the values of x and y. These values are used in determining first- and
second-order moments described in the next section.

Figure 12: Some labeled images. From left to right: a single labeled object, a

single labeled visual code and four labeled visual codes. The different regions

in the image are labeled. These labels are visualized with the aid of color.

3.2.3 Using moments to extract specific features

Every region in image space can be seen as a physical object. The size and
spatial properties of these objects can be used to extract certain features
such as the eccentricity. Eccentricity in mathematics is defined as:

e =

√

1 − k
b2

a2

where a and b are the lengths of the semimajor and semiminor axes respec-
tively. For a circle the value of e is 0 and for a straight line the value is
infinity. This concept can be used to identify the guide bars in the code.

The area of an object or the 0th moment is given by:

A =
∑

x,y

b(x, y)
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b(x, y) is the binary image where the background points are 0 and points on
the object are 1. The 1st order moment is the center of mass and is given by:

x̄ =
1

A

∑

x,y

x and ȳ =
1

A

∑

x,y

y

The 2nd order moments give the length of the semimajor- and semiminor
axes and the orientation of the semimajor axis. We define these 2nd order
moments as:

µxx =
1

A

∑

(x,y)∈R

(x−x̄)2, µyy =
1

A

∑

(x,y)∈R

(y−ȳ)2, µxy =
1

A

∑

(x,y)∈R

(x−x̄)(y−ȳ)

These moments are then used to create an ellipse E = (x, y)|dx2 + 2exy + fy2 ≤ 1
with the same semimajor- and semiminor axes as the region.

(

d e
e f

)

=
1

4µxxµyy − µ2
xy

(

µyy −µxy

−µxy µyy

)

The eigenvalues, λ1 and λ2, of this array given by:

λ1,2 =
1

2
(d + f) ±

1

2

√

(f + d)2 + 4e2 − 4df

are used to create the standard form of an eclipse:

λ1x
2 + λ2y

2 ≤ 1

Here it is easily seen that the semimajor- and semiminor axes are give by:

a =

√

1

λ1

and b =

√

1

λ2

The orientation vector of the semimajor axis is given by:
(

cos α
sin α

)

, where α =
1

2
arctan (

2e

d − f
)

The area, center of mass, the eccentricity and the orientation vector can
be used to determine some key features in the code. Eccentricity is used to
determine where the guide bars are. The guide bar with the largest area is
used to determine the corner points and the position of the bottom guide
bar. Here we use the orientation vector to calculating the expected positions.
If there is a object in that region of image space then the point is accepted if
the area is bigger then a certain threshold value. In this way we can extract
the corner points efficiently, without multiple or missed corner and we almost
get the orientation of the code for free.
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3.3 Marker detection

3.3.1 2D-to-2D projective mapping

The general form of the projective mapping is described in[47] and a so-called
rational, linear mapping is described as:

x =
au + bv + c

gu + hv + i
, y =

du + ev + f

gu + hv + i

These equations can be described as a homogeneous matrix:





x
y
w



 =





u
v
q









a b c
d e f
g h i





By solving the nine coefficients we can warp the images from code coordinates
(u, v) to image coordinates (x, y). The assumption is made that i is 1 which
leaves us with the following eight equations that have to be solved in order
to get the unknown coefficients and perform the forward mapping:

xk =
auk + bvk + c

guk + hvk + 1
→ uka + vkb + c − ukxkg − vkxkh = xk

yk =
duk + evk + f

guk + hvk + 1
→ ukd + vke + f − ukykg − vkykh = yk

for k = 0, 1, 2, 3. This can then be written as:

























u0 v0 1 0 0 0 −u0x0 −v0x0

u1 v1 1 0 0 0 −u1x1 −v1x1

u2 v2 1 0 0 0 −u2x2 −v2x2

u3 v3 1 0 0 0 −u3x3 −v3x3

0 0 0 u0 v0 1 −u0y0 −v0y0

0 0 0 u1 v1 1 −u1y1 −v1y1

0 0 0 u2 v2 1 −u2y2 −v2y2

0 0 0 u3 v3 1 −u3y3 −v3y3
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This is solved for coefficients a to h using Gaussian elimination. The inverse
mapping is done in a similar way. We can compute (u, v) from (x, y) and
solve a similar 8 × 8 matrix for the coefficients A to H:

u =
Ax + By + C

Gx + Hy + I
, v =

Dx + Ey + F

Gx + Hy + I
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I is again assumed to be 1. Solving the 8 × 8 matrix is said to be computa-
tionally expensive[47]. This is not tested and because this paper is written in
1989 this added computational cost might not even be noticeable anymore.
However, there are some special cases that can be used that make solving
the matrix much easier. The marker in code space could be considered to be
a unit square. The unit square in code space is projected to the quadrilateral
in image space.

x y u v
x0 y0 0 0
x1 y1 1 0
x2 y2 1 1
x3 y3 0 1

These vertex correspondences reduce the eight equations to the following:

x0 = c
x1 = a + c − gx1

x2 = a + b + c − gx2 − hx2

x3 = b + c + hx3

y0 = f
y1 = d + f − gy1

y2 = d + e + f − gy2 + hy2

y3 = e + f − hy3

The coefficients a to h can be solved using the vertex correspondences and
the following definitions:

△x1 = x1 − x2, △y1 = y1 − y2,

△x2 = x3 − x2, △y2 = y3 − y2

∑

x = x0 − x1 + x2 − x3,
∑

y = y0 − y1 + y2 − y3
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g =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∑

x △x2
∑

y △y2

∣

∣

∣

∣

/

∣

∣

∣

∣

△x1 △x2

△y1 △y2

∣

∣

∣

∣

h =

∣

∣

∣

∣

△x1

∑

x
△y1

∑

y

∣

∣

∣

∣

/

∣

∣

∣

∣

△x1 △x2

△y1 △y2

∣

∣

∣

∣

a = x1 − x0 + gx1

b = x3 − x0 + hx3

c = x0

d = y2 − y0 + gy1

e = y3 − y0 + hy3

f = y0

This is computed much faster then solving the 8 × 8 matrix. In the case of
the visual codes the vertex correspondences are different:

x y u v
x0 y0 0 0
x1 y1 10 0
x2 y2 8 10
x3 y3 0 10

However, it is easy to generalize the above for squares of arbitrary size or
even rectangles just by using an appropriate scale factor. For an 11 × 11
visual code the following is true (note that i still is assumed to be 1):

x =
au + bv + 10c

gu + hv + 10i
, y =

du + ev + 10f

gu + hv + 10i

∑

x = 0.8x0 − 0.8x1 + x2 − x3,
∑

y = 0.8y0 − 0.8y1 + y2 − y3

Solving the coefficients a to h is exactly the same as the unit square case.
Reading the code is now a very simple procedure.

3.3.2 Reading the code

Reading the code is simply done by first computing the projective mapping
from code coordinates to image coordinates. Following this we loop through
all the different (u, v) coordinates within the code space. We get the (x, y)
coordinates and simply check what the color is at this position. We get an
array of zeros and ones which is our code.
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3.3.3 Uncalibrated 3D augmentation

Most AR systems must be calibrated before being used. This means that the
intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters are determined from know relations
between the real world and the camera world. Intrinsic camera parameters
are those related to the physical camera such as the focal length and radial
distortion. Basically parameters that are camera dependent and caused by
the way the camera is designed and build. Extrinsic camera parameters are
those concerned with the position and orientation of the camera in the real
world. These are needed to transform the real world coordinates to the camera
coordinates. Camera calibration patterns are often used to determine these
parameters.

Figure 13: Planar mapping from pattern to image space. Based on the image

found in [48].

However, camera calibration is a time consuming procedure. This might
result in a lack of interest in the application from the public. A consumer
product should be as easy to use as possible. You don’t want to put of the
not so technically gifted by boring procedures, not if there is an alternative.
The alternative is to estimate these camera parameters.

The general perspective projection matrix is the product of the intrinsic
camera parameter matrix and the extrinsic camera parameter matrix and
looks as follows:

M = MintMext =





fur11 fur12 fur13 fut1
fvr21 fvr22 fvr23 fvt2
r31 r32 r33 t3
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A simplified version of this matrix is the following:

H =





fur11 fur12 fut1
fvr21 fvr22 fvt2
r31 r32 t3





This is the simplified projection matrix where fu,v, ri,j and ti (i, j = 1, 2, 3)
are the focal length of the camera, the rotational information and transfor-
mation between the camera and world coordinate systems respectively. This
rotation is defined by a rotation matrix R:





r11 r12 r13

r21 r22 r23

r31 r32 r33





Because of its orthogonality the following is true:

r2
11 + r2

21 + r2
31 = 1

r2
12 + r2

22 + r2
32 = 1

r11r12 + r21r22 + r31r32 = 0

We will use the results we attained earlier. Vector h is the same as the
coefficients vector we calculated to be able to warp the image from code
space to image space:

h =
(

h11 h12 h13 h21 h22 h23 h31 h32 h33

)

=
(

a b c d e f g h i
)

From the above equations we can solve the values for fu and fv.

fu =

√

h11h12(h2
21 − h2

22) − h21h22(h2
11 − h2

12)

−h31h32(h2
21 − h2

22) + h21h22(h2
31 − h2

32)

fv =

√

h11h12(h2
21 − h2

22) − h21h22(h2
11 − h2

12)

−h31h32(h2
11 − h2

12) + h11h12(h2
31 − h2

32)

A scaling factor λ is defined as follows:

λ =
1

√

(h2
11/f

2
u) + (h2

21/f
2
v ) + h2
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3.3 Marker detection 3 IMPLEMENTATION

Now that we have the intrinsic camera values we can calculate the remaining,
extrinsic, camera parameters according to the following:

r11 = λh11/fu

r12 = λh12/fu

r13 = r21r22 − r31r22

r21 = λh21/fv

r22 = λh22/fv

r23 = r31r12 − r11r32

r31 = λh31

r32 = λh32

r33 = r11r22 − r21r12

t1 = λh13/fu

t2 = λh23/fv

t3 = λh33
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4 Results and experiments

The result is a simple application that allows you to take a picture. Almost
immediately the results are shown on screen. If a code is recognized then the
acquired image is shown with a square drawn between the corner points. A
code ID is printed on the image as well. If the algorithm doesn’t recognize a
code we show an error message.

The algorithm is not designed for angles larger than ±45o and doesn’t work
beyond these angles. However, even between these ±45o boundaries the algo-
rithm seems unstable. For the best results you have to keep the phone as flat
as possible. This way the corners of the code are close to a perfect square.
The code should preferably occupy as much of the screen space as possible.
The algorithm can deal with out-of-focus images, it will find the corners of
the code. It is unclear what these blurred images have for effect on the read-
ing of the code. It is possible that some code bits are too blurred to be read
correctly. Because of the absence of an error-correction function the effects
of the blurring are unclear and there should be some additional testing.

Figure 14: Some results: the first image is the screen shown when no code is

detected. Two following two images are examples of images with codes that

aren’t detected. The other pictures show images with detected codes. The

code gets a yellow border and the amount of black dots in the code area are

counted.

Every step within the algorithm is tested. The labeling function works
perfect. The code that calculates the center of mass (first order moments) of
these labeled regions works without problems and, after considerable effort,
it is no longer a problem to find the guide bars candidates. The algorithms
can find rectangles even if the code occupies 10% of the screen space. The
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only problem seems to be the calculation of the guide bar orientation. The
magnitude of the orientation vector seems to be correct. However, the sign
of the x- and y-components of the vector are always wrong, but not in any
predictable way. Sometimes the y-component has the wrong sign, sometimes
the x-component has the wrong sign and sometimes they are both wrong...or
right. The guide bar candidates are used as a starting point for finding the
corners of the code. The application does an heuristic check based on the size
of the guide bar and the known spatial relations from the guide bar to the
corner points. Without knowledge of the orientation of the guide bars it is
much harder to find the corner points. This is probably why the application
performs imperfect. The problem received a lot of attention without finding
the cause of the error. It is unknown whether the problem is caused by a
programming error or if it is an mathematical mistake.

As mentioned the image is augmented with a yellow square and informa-
tion about the code. It is possible to show another image inside the code just
as easily or play an audio fragment when the code is recognized. J2ME allows
for these types of easy 2D augmentations. Small images could be written into
the image directly. Larger images should be scaled before showing them. This
demands a function that scales the image properly. That function will need
a good interpolation technique, otherwise much of the information will get
lost.
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4.1 J2ME limitations

The main limitation is the amount of pictures that can be acquired per sec-
ond. J2ME doesn’t allow access to the video stream instead you are allowed
to take a snapshot of this video stream. A standard consumer mobile phone
can take about one picture per second depending on image format and res-
olution (e.g., Sony-Ericsson K500i, V600i and W900i). Some of the smart
phones that we tested could take up to 35 pictures per 10 seconds or be-
tween three and four images per second (e.g., Nokia 6680). This is when the
default encoding type and resolution is used (PNG, 160 × 120). By choos-
ing different compression formats and resolutions you could, theoretically,
achieve better results. However, most phones don’t support other compres-
sion types and formats other then the default ones. It seems strange that
mobile phone manufacturers haven’t addressed this limitation yet.

The phones that were tested within the framework of this thesis were both
older and new telephones. It is true that the mobile phone industry is very
trend sensitive and only address issues, such as those mentioned above, when
there is a large consumer demand. This is a bit of a Catch-22: in order to
interest the public for AR we need faster phones with better image acqui-
sition possibilities so we can show of this technique. However, we will only
get better phones when the mobile phone industry sees there is a large pub-
lic interest. Phones are optimized for 3D-gaming, support a large amount of
audio encodings so people can listen to music on their phones and reading
your emails is now reality too. These are all consumer driven progresses in
mobile technology. The only way of dealing with the J2ME limitations is by
showing the public that there is something to be gained.

Another limitation lies in the Mobile 3D Graphics API (JSR-184). Once we
calculate the values for fu, fv, r11 − r33 and t1 − t3 we can use these to create
model view and projection matrices. OpenGL has the functions glFrustum
and glLoadMatrix that position the camera and the object. The object is
translated and rotated so that it fits on the marker. JSR-184 doesn’t have
these functions. A function similar to glFrustum in OpenGL is the setPer-
spective function in the Camera class. This function constructs a perspective
projection matrix. The glLoadMatrix has its equal in the set function in the
Transform class. This allows us to define our own 16-element transformation
matrix. However, time limitations didn’t permit extensive testing and the
testing that occurred didn’t produce any valid results. These invalid results
could be caused by the method used to estimate the intrinsic and extrinsic
camera parameters. It is an estimation and the estimation relies on approxi-
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mate corner data. We don’t receive sub-pixel accurate corner positions from
the algorithm. The estimation of the camera parameters with approximate
values could cause an error accumulation.

The acquired image can only be inserted in the Mobile 3D Graphics API
environment if it is treated as a background object. Remarkably, the size
of the background cannot be set. This means that the image is resized and
blown up to fit the size of the screen. Even if the transformation of the object
had succeeded it still wouldn’t look good.

Figure 15: On the left is a lighted 3D cube rendered on the screen of the

telephone. On the right is the visual code augmented with a cube seen from

above. The image of the visual code is blown up so it fits the screen.
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4.2 Speed performance

The original visual codes [28] paper mentions the time it takes for a Nokia
7650 to perform the thresholding phase and the total execution time of the
visual code algorithm. These times give an indication of how well the proto-
type for this thesis works. The authors of the paper mention that the time
consumption of the thresholding phase is 0.5 seconds and that the total exe-
cution time of the algorithm is 1.5 seconds. The performance of our prototype
is shown in the table below.

Operation Time (ms)

createImage + getRGB 218
Gray scaling 37
Thresholding 159
Labeling 145
First and second order moments 57
Finding corner points 14
Reading and encoding the code 20
Creating image from RGB array 60
Image processing (total) 721
Image acquisition 886
Total process 1609

Table 1: Duration of the operations (average of 10 measures).

This represents the performance on a Sony-Ericsson k500i, which is a
popular consumer mobile phone. The thresholding takes 159 milliseconds on
average. This is a 70% decrease in time consumption compared to the Nokia
telephone. Comparing the total execution time of the algorithm gives us a
50% decrease in computational time. The decrease is due to the fact that the
Nokia 7650 is a phone released in 2002, while the Sony-Ericsson is a 2004
phone. Phone processors don’t seem to be following Moore’s law but it is a
significant decrease nonetheless. The total performance of the application is
burdened by the image acquisition procedure.
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5 Conclusions and future work

The aim of the project was to explore the possibilities of mobile AR on
consumer telephones running Java. The main question was: is it possible to
create mobile AR applications using J2ME on an average camera-equipped
mobile phones? If we go back to the literal meaning of AR, enhancing the
real-world with computer-generated data, we may draw the conclusion that
this is fully possible. The mobile phone is used as a magnifying glass in our
reality. Pointing the magnifying glass at an object and pushing a button gives
us the ’magnified’ image. We enhance our reality with information but not
with virtual objects. If we use Azuma’s [7] definition of an AR system then
the conclusion is the opposite. The application is not in real-time and the
overlays are not in 3D but in 2D. One out of the three criteria is met and
that doesn’t make it an AR system.

AR or not, we can use the mobile phone to perform complicated image
processing tasks. Imaginative use of feature extraction gives us information
about position and orientation of the camera to the code as well as informa-
tion about the code itself. All these variables can be used to create enjoyable
and useful applications; limitations sparkle the imagination.

5.1 Future work

The prototype visual code reader is just a framework. It reads a single code
and outputs information about the code. The framework can be used in
bigger applications. The algorithms are stable and the performance is good.
It is, as said, a prototype and there are a few suggestions and improvements
for future versions that come in mind:

- The orientation of the guide bars. Correct orientation vectors would
make finding the corners easier and more stable.

- The reading of multiple codes. The current application just reads one
code but it shouldn’t be hard to read up to 5 codes in the same image.

- Reading the code at different orientations, even if the code is printed
upside down. This shouldn’t be impossible with some smart coding.

- There is no real protocol for how information is coded and decoded.
This clearly depends on how the codes are used in the future. The codes
might represent an ID that is send to a server, a telephone number or
may represent a name. It would have been nice to have a had a coding
and decoding protocol.
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- Error correction. The images are low resolution and errors appear when
the code is read. The decoding part needs some sort of error correc-
tion. The matrix code symbology uses Reed-Solomon error correction
to protect the code. The inventors of the visual code use linear codes
for the encoding and decoding of the codeword.
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